
Waterco Limited (ASX:WAT) pioneers reliable solutions for healthy, safe water environments, which are used in 
residential, commercial and industrial applications in over 40 countries. Established in 1981, it has become a global 
brand recognised for designing and manufacturing filtration and sanitisation 
equipment for the aquatic, aquaculture, and water treatment sectors. www.waterco.com

Sporting Clube de Portugal — otherwise known simply as Sporting — is 

home to one of Portugal’s most decorated football teams as well as the 

country’s most successful swimming squad, with nine consecutive winnings 

in the country’s main championships.
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As soon as we 
presented the specific 

advantages of 
Waterco’s Split SMDT 
filters, they decided 
almost immediately

Portugal’s most successful 
swimming squad relies on Waterco
Upgrading with Waterco equipment reduces downtime and 
increases water clarity

https://www.waterco.com.au/
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Waterco’s SMDT split tank filters ideal for retrofitting

With a leaking filter disrupting the centre’s plant room, 

and tight access presenting installation challenges, staff 

turned to Sporting sponsor and water quality water 

maintenance company, CIMAI, for specialist advice.

“Because of a lack of access to their technical area, it 

was not possible to replace the filter with another regular 

one, so they approved our suggestion to replace the 

faulty filter with two Waterco Hydron Split SMDT 1600’s,” 

explains CIMAI General Manager, Pedro Mesquita.

“As soon as we presented the specific advantages 

of Waterco’s Split SMDT filters, they decided almost 

immediately.”

“Waterco’s SMDT split tank filters provided the perfect 

solution,” adds Waterco Europe’s Sales Director, Jo 

Ainsworth. “Ideal for retrofitting, they can be delivered 

in two parts and easily fit through a standard double 

doorway.”

Waterco’s specially engineered tanks can then be assembled 

on site in the plant room. The two halves seal perfectly using 

a double O-ring and are held together by a flange using bolts 

and nuts. 

Built using the latest in gel coated fibreglass technology, they 

are designed for water treatment and commercial swimming 

pool facilities. Special features include:

• Durable materials

• Easy to maintain design

• Flanged tank port connections

• Perfect for retrofitting

• Easy to transport

• Flexible configurations 

• Options for sight glass positions

The Sporting Clube de Portugal added a competitive swimming division in 
1921,  and the pools are regularly used by the football players.

Waterco Split SMDT designed for water treatment and commercial 
swimming pool facilities, built using the lasts in gel coated fibreglass 
technology and Ideal for retrofitting.

Founded in 1906 by visionary José Alvalade, Sporting is one of Portugal’s ‘Big Three’ football teams that have never 

been relegated from the top flight of Portuguese football, Primeira Liga, since 1934. The club added a competitive 

swimming division in 1921, which is in Multidesportivo Sporting, a building near the José Alvalade Stadium. The 

centre includes two swimming pools, one 25m x 21m and the other 25m x 12.5m, both built in 2003. In addition to 

the swimming squad, the pools are regularly used by the football players.
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CIMAI
Travessa de S. João 
lt 110, Serra Casal de Cambra  
2605-192  
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(+351) 21 981 8440 
geral@grupo-cimai.com 

Multidesportivo Do Sporting Clube de Portugal
Rua Professor Fernando Fonseca 
Lisbon
Portugal
(+351) 21 751 6000
HOME | Site oficial do Sporting Clube de Portugal

Waterco

Quality training conditions for competitive swimmers

With both swimming pools used mainly by Sporting’s 

elite competitive teams, minimum downtime was critical 

as closing the facility would have meant interrupting 

training schedules.

“Since we have been partners for many years, and 

because of the quality of work we continuously develop 

with them, they trusted our suggestion,” says Mesquita. 

“Of course, they also considered the reputation of 

Waterco and its products.”

Jo Ainsworth says collaborating with Cimai on the 

Sporting project provided the perfect solution. “Waterco 

is fast becoming the preferred choice of many pool and 

spa builders throughout the world when building or 

refurbishing elite team facilities,” she explains. “It’s as 

much to do with the reliability of our premier equipment 

range as it is with Waterco’s impeccable customer 

service.”

With both swimming pools used mainly by Sporting’s elite competitive 
teams, minimum downtime was critical as closing the facility would have 
meant interrupting training schedules.

https://www.waterco.com.au/
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